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47

ABSTRACT

48
49

Predicting effects of climate change on ecosystem functioning requires knowledge of soil microbial

50

community responses to warming. We used natural geothermal gradients (from +1°C to +19°C above

51

ambient) in two subarctic grasslands to test the hypothesis that long-term exposure (>50 years)

52

intensifies microbial community responses to warming compared to short-term exposure (5-7 years).

53

Community profiles from amplicon sequencing of bacterial and fungal rRNA genes did not support this

54

hypothesis: significant changes relative to ambient were observed from +9°C and upwards in the long-

55

term and from 7°C to 11°C / +3°C to +5°C and upwards in the short-term, for bacteria and fungi,

56

respectively. Our results suggest that bacterial communities in high-latitude grasslands will not undergo

57

lasting shifts in community composition under the warming predicted for the coming 100 years. Fungal

58

communities do appear to be temperature sensitive to the warming within this range, but only for

59

short-term exposures.

60
61

1. INTRODUCTION

62
63

Given the recent concern regarding the stability of ecological systems under a changing climate, there

64

have been numerous studies investigating the effects of warming on microbial community composition

65

(Zogg et al. 1997; Zhang et al. 2005; Frey et al. 2008; Weedon et al. 2012; Luo et al. 2014; Karhu et al.

66

2014; Xu et al. 2015; Rui et al. 2015). The rationale behind these studies is that sensitivity of soil

67

microbial community composition to increasing soil temperatures will indicate a corresponding

68

sensitivity of the biogeochemical processes these communities are involved in (Zogg et al. 1997;

69

Strickland et al. 2009).

70
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71

Despite the large number of studies, a general conclusion as to how soil microbial communities will be

72

affected by future temperature increases remains elusive. In some studies, short-term warming of

73

approximately 1-2 years induced significant shifts in soil microbial community composition (Xiong et al.

74

2014; Zhang et al. 2016), while others did not find a significant change after substantially longer (4-9

75

years) warming treatments (Allison et al. 2010; Schindlbacher et al. 2011; Weedon et al. 2012). Rinnan

76

et al. (2007) concluded that more than a decade of warming was needed to detect significant microbial

77

responses in a manipulation experiment in sub-arctic heathlands. Similarly, DeAngelis et al. (2015),

78

reported that microbial communities in a temperate forest were affected by a +5°C temperature

79

increase only after 20 years of experimental warming. The lag in microbial response may occur because

80

the substrate utilized by microbes shows a delayed response to warming and microbial communities will

81

change only when substrate quantity and/or quality are significantly altered (Rinnan et al. 2007).

82

Consistent with this, a meta-analysis by Blankinship et al. (2011) found that, for soil biota in general, the

83

effects of warming intensified with time. Moreover, recent findings suggest that interannual variation

84

in community composition might conceal warming effects in the short-term, but the apparent resistance

85

may decline over time as warming continues to modify the soil substrate (Contosta et al. 2015).

86

Therefore, it has been proposed that long-term warming experiments (on the scale of decades, rather

87

than years) might be needed to detect the consequent changes in microbial community composition

88

(Rinnan et al. 2007; Contosta et al. 2015). It can be assumed that microbial responses to warming over

89

time would also depend on the warming magnitude given that any changes in the soil environment and

90

microbial community composition should occur faster with increasing warming intensity.

91
92

Few studies have directly compared the effects of short-term and long-term warming of different

93

intensities on soil microbial community composition. Such a comparison is crucial to assess whether

94

responses observed in short-term experiments can be readily extrapolated to longer time scales (Rustad
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95

2001; De Boeck et al. 2015). The present study tests the hypothesis that long-term warming (of several

96

decades) intensifies microbial community response to warming so that a detectable change in

97

community composition occurs at lower temperature elevations compared to short-term exposure (of

98

several years) (Fig. 1). If this is the case then results observed over short timescales would potentially

99

underestimate microbial response in the long-term.

100

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112

Figure 1 Microbial communities exposed to increasing temperature elevations are expected to become
increasingly different from the ambient communities. However, natural and sampling variation, as well as a
possible delay in the response of soil environment (substrate, vegetation) are expected to dampen this effect in
the short-term and detectable effects of warming (where the community composition change surpasses the
variation within ambient communities) occurs at higher temperatures (T2) than after a long period of warming
where the soil environment is already significantly altered (T1). At very high temperature elevations, the curves for
short- and long-term response are expected to converge, given that severe warming should produce fast
responses. This model assumes the linear initial increase in dissimilarity between communities at increasing
temperatures, however, similar explanation is applicable to other types of response curves (e.g. exponential,
sigmoidal).

113
114

To test this hypothesis we took advantage of a “natural laboratory” afforded by a geothermal system in

115

south-western Iceland. This area contains gradients in soil temperature of varying age (Sigurdsson et al.

116

2016), providing a unique opportunity to simultaneously investigate short- and long-term effects of
4
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117

warming within the same ecosystem type. Geothermal gradients have the advantage of providing a wide

118

range of soil temperatures while avoiding the problems of both small-scale manipulative experiments,

119

which are limited to a small number of temperature treatments; and large-scale latitudinal/altitudinal

120

studies which often invoke difficulties in disentangling the effects of biogeography and temperature

121

(Woodward et al. 2010; O’Gorman et al. 2014; De Boeck et al. 2015). Given that the geothermal

122

gradients are contained within a relatively small area, potentially confounding environmental factors

123

stay constant, allowing the effects of temperature to be isolated while at the same time retaining the

124

complexity of the natural system (Woodward et al. 2010; O’Gorman et al. 2014).

125
126

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

127
128

2.1 Site description and soil sampling

129
130

The study was conducted at ForHot research sites, which are located in the valleys surrounding the town

131

Hveragerði (64°00′01″N, 21°11′09″W, 83-168 m a.s.l.) in south-western Iceland. Both sites represent

132

unmanaged treeless grasslands dominated by the grass Agrostis capillaris L. The two grasslands contain

133

two different geothermal systems; one has been geothermally heated for more than 50 years,

134

(hereafter referred to as ‘long-term warmed grassland’ or LWG), the other has been exposed to

135

warming since an earthquake that occurred on the 29th of May 2008 (hereafter referred to as ‘short-

136

term warmed grassland’ or SWG). After the earthquake in 2008, the locations of the SWG and LWG

137

systems were mapped and it has been shown that, although geothermal manifestations in the LWG area

138

were partly altered, the geothermal activity in the part of the LWG region where our study took place

139

was not affected (Þorbjörnsson et al. 2009). Geothermal activity in the general area around LWG has

140

most likely been persistent for several centuries, but the presence of multiple geothermal clay layers in

5
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141

few soil profiles at our LWG sites indicate that warming may have fluctuated somewhat in the past

142

centuries. At both sites, the geothermal systems have resulted in gradients of soil temperature ranging

143

from ambient (mean annual soil temperature of ≈5.1°C), to approximately +20°C (at a soil depth of 10

144

cm) over a distance of 50-100 m (see Sigurdsson et al. (2016) for more details on the temperature

145

gradients).

146

The main soil characteristics of the two grasslands are comparable: soil type of both is Silandic Andosol;

147

soil texture is silt loam; soil pH – 5.6 and 5.7; bulk density – 70 g/cm3 and 55 g/cm3 in SWG and LWG,

148

respectively. pH, as an important factor influencing microbial community composition (Männistö et al.

149

2007), changes only slightly with increasing soil warming (from 5.6 to 6.3) (Sigurdsson et al. 2016).

150
151

In both grasslands, 5 replicate transects were established in autumn 2012. Each transect consists of 6

152

permanent plots (2m x 2m) located to span a range of different warming intensities: A≈+0°C (ambient),

153

B≈+1°C, C≈+3°C, D≈+5°C, E≈+10°C and F≈+20°C. This system of plots was created as an attempt to make

154

a comparable replicated warming gradient with matching temperature elevations in the two grasslands.

155

However, because only instantaneous temperature was known when the plots were established and

156

due to on-going small scale (spatial and temporal) fluctuations, the observed mean annual temperature

157

deviated somewhat between matched plots across transects over longer time periods. Therefore we

158

choose to re-classify the replicated plots based on their realized temperature differences. The range of

159

actual warming in each of these new groups (averaged over the period May 2013 to May 2015) was as

160

follows: W0 = 0 to +1°C (n = 11 and 10), Wlow = +2 to +3°C (n = 5 and 4), Wmed = +3 to +5°C (n = 4 and 6),

161

Whigh = +6 to +9°C (in LWG; n = 5) and Whigh’ = +7 to +11°C (in SWG; n = 5), Wextr = +15 to +19°C (n = 5 and

162

5 for LWG and SWG, respectively). There is thus, a slight difference between the grasslands in that LWG

163

is slightly less warmed than SWG for Whigh plots, whereas for other groups the two grasslands span the

164

same range of warming intensities.

6
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166

Soil samples were collected from all 60 plots in May 2013 for fungi and in July 2015 for bacteria, from 5-

167

10 cm soil depth, using a corer (2.5 cm diameter). The fungal samples were collected and analysed in the

168

framework of a study examining warming effects on SOM dynamics, the bacterial samples were

169

collected as baseline measurements for an on-going multiyear fertilization experiment. Sampling

170

protocols were identical on both sampling occasions. Individual soil samples were homogenized and

171

stored at -20°C prior to further analyses.

172
173

2.2 Library preparation and sequencing

174
175

Total community DNA was extracted from approx. 0.25 g of soil using the PowerSoil DNA Isolation Kit

176

according to the manufacturer’s protocol (MoBio, Carlsbad, CA, USA). For bacterial analyses, the

177

hypervariable V3 region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified using modified 341F and 518R primers

178

(Bartram et al. 2011) with unique 6bp indices on the reverse primers. Each reaction mixture contained

179

1.5 μl of the sample, 1 μl each of forward and reverse primers (10μM) and 12.5 μl of Phusion High-

180

Fidelity PCR Master Mix with HF Buffer (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). PCR conditions

181

were as follows: initial denaturation step at 98°C for 1 minute, followed by 25 cycles of: denaturation

182

step at 98°C for 10 seconds, annealing step at 50°C for 30 seconds and elongation step at 72°C for 30

183

seconds; finishing with the extension step at 72°C for 4 minutes. For fungal analyses, the ITS1 fungal

184

region was amplified using the primers ITS1f and ITS2 augmented with multiplexing barcodes (Smith &

185

Peay 2014). Each reaction mixture contained 1 µl of sample, 1 μl of forward primer (5 μM) and 12.5 μl

186

Phusion High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix. PCR conditions were as follows: initial denaturation step at 98°C

187

for 30 s, followed by 30 cycles of: 98°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s, 72°C for 30 s; and an additional extension

188

step of 72°C for 10 min.

7
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190

Samples that failed to produce PCR product were subject to repeated soil extraction and PCR. However,

191

7 samples for bacteria (1 from W0 and Wmed, 2 from Whigh and Wextr in LWG; 1 from Whigh in SWG) and 6

192

samples for fungi (1 from Whigh, 2 from Wextr , in LWG, 3 from Whigh in SWG) still failed to produce usable

193

PCR products and these were excluded from further analyses. Successful amplification products were

194

purified using the AmpureXP method (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, United States) and normalized to

195

equimolar concetrations before pooling into a single library, for fungi and bacteria separately. Gel

196

extraction of the pooled library was performed for size selection and additional purification using

197

QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Venlo, the Netherlands). Libraries were quantified with real-time

198

PCR (KAPA Library Quantification Kits, Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, MA, USA).

199
200

The libraries were sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq platform (Illumina Inc; San Diego, CA, USA) with 150

201

cycles, for forward and reverse reads for bacteria and 300 cycles in the forward direction for fungi. The

202

reproducibility of sample preparation and sequencing was tested by sequencing a small number of

203

technical replicates (DNA isolated from the same samples but subjected to independent PCR reactions

204

with distinct indices) (Fig. S1).

205
206

2.3 Quality filtering and bioinformatics analysis

207
208

The first part of bioinformatics analysis on bacterial sequences was performed using the USEARCH

209

software (Edgar 2013). Paired-end reads were merged and primer sequences removed. The sequences

210

were subsequently quality filtered (maximum expected error 0.05) leaving a total of 6.4M high-quality

211

sequences. Following dereplication and singleton removal a set of OTU representative sequences (97%

212

similarity) was constructed using the UPARSE-OTU algorithm (Edgar, 2013). After chimera removal

8
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213

(leaving 19,423 non-chimeric OTUs) all original reads were mapped to the non-chimeric OTUs using the

214

USEARCH algorithm with global alignments with the identity threshold of 0.97, yielding an OTU table.

215

From this point on, all subsequent steps were performed with QIIME software (Caporaso et al. 2010b).

216

OTUs were aligned to the Green Genes February 2011 database (DeSantis et al. 2006) using the PyNAST

217

algorithm (Caporaso et al. 2010a). To avoid library size-related artefacts, a subsampled OTU table was

218

created by random sampling of the original OTU table. In this step, samples that contained fewer

219

sequences than the requested depth (7000) were omitted from the output OTU tables. This rarefaction

220

depth included all but two samples (from W0 and Whigh group in LWG) which had a significantly lower

221

amount of sequences than other samples, and whose reliability was therefore questionable. Taxonomic

222

identity of each OTU was identified based on the 97% Green Genes database (release 13_8) using the

223

RDP classifier (Wang et al. 2007).

224
225

Fungal sequences were analysed using the USEARCH software following the UPARSE pipeline (Edgar,

226

2013). After trimming to 200 bp, the sequences were quality filtered (maximum expected error 0.01),

227

leaving a total of 4.15 M sequences. The reverse primers were removed and N’s were added up to

228

200 bp for efficient clustering of OTUs. Singleton sequences were removed and all others were clustered

229

to 97% similarity. Chimeras were filtered de novo as well as through the UNITE database of ITS1

230

sequences as implemented in UCHIME, resulting in a total of 3,618 non-chimeric OTUs. Representative

231

sequences for each OTU were aligned to all fungal representative species in the UNITE database (Kõljalg

232

et al. 2005)(release date 01.08.2015), using the BLAST algorithm with default settings. The resulting hits

233

were assigned according to taxa selecting hits with the lowest E-value and a minimum alignment length

234

of 75 bp. OTUs were classified to taxonomic levels depending on identity percentages with UNITE taxa

235

using the following thresholds: > 90% identity level corresponds to genus, > 85% to family, as in

236

Tedersoo et al. (2014). OTUs were subsequently assigned to functional groups if the genus was

9
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237

successfully matched with one of the genera with known lifestyles in Tedersoo et al. (2014). In the cases

238

when genus level was unknown, lifestyle was assigned at family level if more than 80% of genera within

239

that family (represented by more than 3 genera) belonged to the same lifestyle. All original sequences

240

were mapped against these OTUs with a similarity threshold of 97% and assembled in an OTU table. The

241

number of reads per sample was then rarefied to the minimum number of reads of 5,274.

242
243

2.4 Statistical analyses

244
245

Nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) was performed to visualize the overall differences in

246

microbial community composition. Generalized additive models were used to evaluate the correlation

247

between the ordination of samples based on two-dimensional NMDS and the temperature elevation as

248

a continuous variable ranging from +0°C to +19°C. The differences between microbial communities from

249

the soil exposed to different warming levels (Wlow, Wmed, Whigh/Whigh’, Wextr) and the unwarmed soil (W0),

250

were quantitatively evaluated through pair-wise PERMANOVA analysis (Anderson 2001). Bonferroni

251

correction was applied to each separate test to adjust P values for multiple testing in pair-wise

252

PERMANOVA. All multivariate analyses were based on Bray-Curtis (BC) distances to allow comparability

253

between bacterial and fungal datasets, but the results were robust to the choice of distance metric (data

254

not shown). The correlation between temperature elevations and the BC distances of fungal/bacterial

255

communities from different plots was quantified using a Mantel test. For all statistical tests, OTU

256

abundances were log transformed.

257

The change in the relative abundance of dominant bacterial high-level taxa / fungal functional groups

258

(with the amount of sequences greater than 2% of the total number) at different warming levels was

259

tested using ANOVA (followed by posthoc Tukey tests in the cases of significant results). When

10
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260

necessary, the data were transformed (using log or Box-Cox transformations) to meet the normality

261

assumption. P values were in all cases adjusted for multiple testing using Bonferroni correction.

262

All statistical analyses were conducted using R statistical software (R Core Team 2015) using base

263

packages and vegan (Oksanen et al. 2015).

264
265

3. RESULTS

266
267

3.1 Overall community composition along warming gradients

268
269

The results of PERMANOVA analysis showed that, in the LWG, bacterial community composition was

270

significantly affected only by the highest temperature elevations Wextr (+15°C to +19°C). Temperature

271

elevations below this range (i.e. up to +9 °C) did not lead to bacterial community compositions differing

272

from ambient soils (Table 1, Fig 2a, Fig. 2c). It should be noted, however, that group Whigh (+6°C to +9°C)

273

only had two observations and the comparison with this group has therefore a higher uncertainty (Table

274

1). In SWG, bacterial communities from Whigh’ (+7°C to +11°C) and Wextr (+15°C to +19°C) warming levels

275

differed significantly from the ambient group (R2=10%, P<0.01and R2=17%, P<0.01, respectively), while

276

the communities at lower temperature elevations were not significantly different to those from ambient

277

soils (Table 1, Fig. 2b, Fig. 2c).

278
279

For fungal communities in the LWG, the significant change was also found only for the Wextr (R2=17%,

280

P<0.01) (Table 1, Fig 2d, Fig. 2f). In SWG, fungal communities were significantly affected by warming

281

levels Wmed (+3°C to +5°C) and Whigh’(+7°C to +11°C) (R2=12%, P=0.02 and R2=19%,P=0.004; respectively),

282

while the difference for Wlow (+1°C to +3°C) and Wextr (+15°C to +19°C) was borderline significant

283

(R2=11%, P=0.07 and R2=19%, P=0.06; respectively) (Table 1, Fig. 2f, Fig. 2d). Absence of a significant

11
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284

effect in the latter likely results from low statistical power due to small sample size (n=2), especially

285

when considered that the effect size for this group is relatively high and that they are clearly separated

286

from the ambient communities based on NMDS ordination (Fig. 2e).

287
Table 1 The results of pairwise PERMANOVA analyses between the
communities from ambient soil temperatures and the communities
from increased soil temperatures, in the long-term warmed (LWG) and
the short-term warmed (SWG) grassland.

LWG bacteria

Pairs
W0 - Wlow
W0 - Wmed
W0 - Whigh
W0 - Wextr

LWG fungi

W0 - Wlow
W0 - Wmed
W0 - Whigh
W0 - Wextr

SWG bacteria

W0 - Wlow
W0 - Wmed
W0 - Whigh’
W0 - Wextr

SWG fungi

W0 - Wlow
W0 - Wmed
W0 - Whigh’
W0 - Wextr

N
9-5
9-3
9-2
9-3
11-5
11-4
11-4
11-3
10-4
10-6
10-4
10-5
10-4
10-6
10-5
10-2

F model

R2

P adj.

1.012
0.833
1.034
4.596
1.024
1.379
1.383
2.502
1.279
1.915
2.438
4.945
1.535
1.845
2.948
2.340

0.078
0.077
0.103
0.315
0.068
0.096
0.096
0.173
0.096
0.120
0.169
0.276
0.113
0.116
0.185
0.190

1
1
1
0.020
1
0.212
0.144
0.008
0.588
0.088
0.008
0.008
0.072
0.020
0.004
0.060

* Warming levels: W0 – ambient (+0°C to +1C°), Wlow (+2°C to +3°C), Wmed(+3°C
to +5°C), Whigh (+6°C to +9°C), Whigh’( +7°C to +11°C) , Wextr(+15°C to +19°C)

288
289
290
291
292
293
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294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301

Figure 2 Top: NMDS ordination plots for: bacterial community composition in a) the long-term warmed grassland
(LWG) and b) the short-term warmed grassland (SWG); and fungal community composition in d) LWG and f) SWG.
Points (samples) and the corresponding polygons are coloured according to warming levels W [0 – ambient (+0°C
to +1C°), low (+2°C to +3°C), med (+3°C to +5°C), high (+6°C to +9°C), high’ (+7°C to +11°C), extr (+15°C to +19°C)].
Isolines represent fitted smooth surface of continuous different warming intensities.
Bottom: Mean distances (based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarity between the communities from each sample and the
ambient communities along the temperature gradient for c) bacterial comunities and f) fungal communities in
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rd

302
303
304

LWG and SWG. The lines represent smoothing splines (3 order polynomial model), dashed line = LWG, full line =
SWG. Shaded area represents 95% confidence intervals of the fitted lines calculated using the predict method.

305

Based on a generalized additive model, there was a significant relationship (P<0.001) between the

306

ordination axes in NMDS and temperature elevations: in LWG (R2=86% and R2=88%, for bacteria and

307

fungi, respectively) and in SWG (R2=84%, R2=83%, for bacteria and fungi, respectively). This indicates

308

that the ordination patterns observed from the plots (Figure ) can to a large extent be explained by the

309

differences in soil temperatures. In addition, a Mantel test indicated that community dissimilarities

310

between the samples were significantly related to the differences in soil temperatures both in LWG

311

(R2=70%, P<0.01 and R2=54%, P<0.01) and in SWG (R2=60%, P=0.001 and R2=42%, P=0.001, for bacteria

312

and fungi, respectively).

313
314

3.2 Microbial taxa/functional-groups along warming gradients

315
316

The most dominant bacterial phyla in both LWG and SWG were: Proteobacteria (Alphaproteobacteria

317

13%/15% of the reads; Beta-proteobacteria 8%/5%; Deltaproteobacteria 6%/6%; Gammaproteobacteria

318

2%/2%), Acidobacteria (25%/18%), Actionobacteria (11%/21%) and Chloroflexi (6%/6%) in LWG and

319

SWG, respectively. Other phyla with more than 2% of total number of sequences were:

320

Verrucomicrobia, Gemmatimonadetes, Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes and Nitrospirae. The list of all bacterial

321

phyla in LWG and SWG can be found in Table S1.

322

Filamentous saprotrophs were by far the most dominant fungal functional group (66% and 62% in LWG

323

and SWG, respectively), followed by arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi (6% and 5%) and yeasts (2% and

324

7%). Other functional groups: ectomycorrhizal fungi, white rot saprotrophs, plant pathogens and

325

mycoparasites accounted for less than 2% of total number of sequences (Table S2).
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Figure 3 The change in the relative abundance (% of the total amount of sequences in a sample) of
Betaproteobacteria and fungal functional groups (AM fungi and filamentous saprotrophs) in the long-term warmed
grassland (LWG; left) and the short-term warmed grassland (SWG; right). Only the microbial groups that differed
significantly between different warming levels in both grasslands are shown. Warming levels: W [0 – ambient (+0°C
to +1C°), 1_low (+2°C to +3°C), 2_med (+3°C to +5°C), 3_high (+6°C to +9°C), 3_high’ (+7°C to +11°C), 4_extr (+15°C
to +19°C)]. Red box plots indicate warming levels where the relative abundance of a given microbial group was
significantly different from the relative abundance at ambient temperature based on post-hoc Tukey test.
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Based on ANOVA analysis, there was one dominant bacterial high-level taxon (comprising more than 2%
of all sequences) that differed significantly among different warming levels in LWG (Betaproteobacteria)
and there were three in SWG (Betaprotobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Chloroflexi)(Table S3). A post hoc test
(Table S4) showed that in LWG, the relative abundance of Betaproteobacteria significantly decreased
only at Wextr (P=0.01) compared to the ambient (Fig. 3). In SWG the relative abundance of
Betaproteobacteria and Bacteroidetes was significantly decreased at Whigh’ and Wextr (P<0.001), while
the relative abundance of Chloroflexi was significantly increased at Wextr (P<0.001) compared to the
ambient.

For fungal communities, a significant increase in the relative abundance of AM fungi compared to the
ambient was found for the warming level Wextr (P<0.001) in LWG and for warming levels Whigh’ and Wextr
(P<0.05) in SWG. The relative abundance of filamentous saprophytes decreased significantly at Wextr
(P<0.001) in LWG and at Whigh’ and Wextr (P=0.01 and P<0.001, respectively) in SWG (Fig. 3). The third
dominant group (yeasts) did not show a prominent pattern along the warming gradient (Table S3).

4. DISCUSSION
Substantial efforts have been invested into research of the warming effects on microbial community
composition and functioning (Griffiths & Philippot 2013). However, there have been very few studies
investigating the effect of the exposure period on microbial responses to warming, despite evidence
that the timescale of warming could be an important factor in detecting significant responses (Rinnan et
al. 2007; DeAngelis et al. 2015). The present study took advantage of natural geothermal gradients of
different ages (5-7 years and >50 years) and high-resolution DNA sequencing technique to test the
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hypothesis that prolonged exposure intensifies the effect of warming on soil microbial community
composition so that it can be detected at lower temperature elevations.

4.1 Long-term versus short-term effects of warming

Community profiles from amplicon sequencing of bacterial and fungal rRNA genes showed that
significant changes in community composition relative to ambient were only observed above +9°C in the
long-term and at +7°C to +11°C / +3°C to +5°C in the short-term for bacteria and fungi, respectively (Fig.
2). Collectively, these results refute our hypothesis that long-term exposure intensifies microbial
community responses to warming, since there was no evidence that detectable changes from ambient
communities occurred at lower temperature elevations in the long-term warmed grassland than in the
short-term warmed grassland. It is therefore unlikely that the responses observed in short-term
warming experiments (5-7 years) in high-latitude grasslands would underestimate the long-term effect
of soil warming on microbial community composition. On the other hand, against our expectations,
there was some evidence that changes in microbial community composition occurred at lower
temperature elevations in the short-term compared to the long-term warmed grassland (Fig. 1c and Fig.
1f). However, this cannot be explicitly claimed for bacteria due to the difference in warming range in the
Whigh group, which was slightly lower in LWG (+6°C to +9°C) than in SWG (+7°C to +11°C), and the fact
that there was a substantial gap in data within this warming range. This pattern was, however, more
strongly supported for fungal communities since the differences in responses between the two
grasslands were apparent at lower warming ranges (between +3°C and +5°C) where the larger amount
of data produces higher certainty in the result (Fig. 1f).
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We propose the following potential explanations for the observed patterns: (i) after an initial shift in
response to warming, microbial communities reverted towards their pre-disturbance composition over
the years, except at very high temperatures, where a new (stable) state was established; (ii) the
inconsistencies between warming effects in the two grasslands are a consequence of site-specific effects
rather than the differences in exposure period.

The proposition that microbial community shifts could be transient after a long period of warming
contradicts a number of studies which reported that the effects of warming were detected even after
many years (up to 20) of continuous exposure (Allison & Martiny 2008; Frey et al. 2008; Deslippe et al.
2012; Luo et al. 2014; DeAngelis et al. 2015). However, none of these studies examined a warming
period as long as the one found in LWG (more than 50 years, possibly several centuries). It is possible
that the warming had initially altered some components of the soil ecosystem (e.g. the availability of
nutrients, abundance of predators, root density or plant composition), which then led to a substantial
change in soil microbial community composition. However, if shifts in these intermediate drivers were
transient over longer time scales (e.g. predator or plant communities re-established due to the
colonization of warmed areas by more tolerant species with similar functions), microbial community
composition could potentially have changed back towards the original state accordingly. In line with this,
at the ForHot site, it has been observed that collembolan communities were affected more strongly by
short-term than long-term warming (Holmstrup et al. subm.). Similar results were found for nematode
and plant communities (Ilieva-Makulec, Leblans; pers. comm.). This would imply that warming itself is
not the single most important factor structuring microbial communities, but some other warminginduced changes in biotic and/or abiotic environmental factors might play a substantial role. Indeed, a
growing body of evidence supports the assumption that certain factors which are typically influenced by
warming, such as: nutrient availability (Koyama et al. 2014) plant productivity or diversity (Zak et al.
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2003; Zhang et al. 2005) or other food web members such as nematodes (Ruess et al. 1999) oribatid
mites (Maraun et al. 1998) and collembolan (Tiunov & Scheu 2005), have an important impact on soil
microbial communities.

When considering the apparent differences in microbial community responses between the long-term
and the short-term warmed grassland, it should be emphasized that our study did not follow one single
system through time, but two different systems with different exposure periods to warming. It is
therefore possible that the observed differences in the community temperature responses between
LWG and SWG could be attributed to the differences in particular environmental conditions in these two
grasslands. The grasslands are located within the distance of 3 km, they are subject to the same climatic
conditions, dominated by the same plant species and they have the same type of soil with similar pH
conditions (Sigurdsson et al. 2016). Nevertheless, microbial communities at ambient temperatures in
LWG differed significantly from the corresponding communities in SWG (Fig. S2). If these different
microbial communities (or their site-specific drivers) respond differently to the same temperature
elevation, this would preclude attributing such an effect to warming period per se.

4.2 The response of high-level microbial groups to warming

In general, it was observed that the responses of individual bacterial OTUs were not consistent within
higher taxonomic classifications since few high-level taxonomic groups showed a significant trend along
the temperature gradient (Table S3). Therefore, the changes in bacterial community composition with
warming were probably a result of shifts at lower taxonomic levels. However, the decrease in relative
abundance of members of the Betaproteobacteria subphylum corresponded to the pattern in overall
bacterial community composition along the gradient in both grasslands (Fig. 2c, Fig. 3). This implies that
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the observed patterns in bacterial community composition may, to a certain extent, be explained by the
decrease in abundance of Betaproteobacteria. Several other studies have reported a consistent
response to environmental drivers, including temperature elevation, for Betaproteobacteria (Fierer et
al. 2007; Rui et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016) indicating that members of this group may largely share
environmental requirements.

For soil fungi the significant changes in abundance of filamentous saprotrophs and AM fungi roughly
coincide with the changes in overall fungal community composition along the two gradients (Fig. 2f, Fig.
3). Since filamentous saprotrophs and AM fungi together represent the majority of the total amount of
fungal sequences found in the soil samples (72% and 67% for LWT and SWT, respectively), it can be
concluded the changes in overall fungal community composition are largely the consequence of changes
in these two groups along the gradient. These results suggest that warming may induce shifts from free
living saprotrophs towards AM fungi. It has been proposed that the shifts in fungal functional groups
may alter some ecosystem functions such as soil carbons storage (Treseder & Lennon 2015). In line with
our results, Rudgers et al. (2014) have reported a tendency of AM fungi to increase, and non-AM
filamentous fungi to decrease after 20 years of experimental warming by 2°C. In contrast, Heinemeyer et
al. (2004), reported no consistent warming effects on AM fungi after one season of exposure to
approximately +3°C.

4.3 Sensitivity of microbial communities to climate warming

Our results provide insights into the sensitivity of soil microbial communities under predicted climate
warming in high-latitude systems (+2.2°C to +8.3°C, by the end of century (IPCC 2013)) while taking into
account different exposure periods and warming intensities. We argue that low-intensity warming, at
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levels typically applied in static warming experiments (between +1°C and +5°C), is not likely to
significantly alter bacterial and fungal community composition in this subarctic grassland system over
the long term. In the short-term, fungi but not bacteria were already affected by warming intensities of
+3°C, suggesting that future temperature increases may transiently alter fungal community composition.
This differential response between fungi and bacteria could be interpreted as reflecting differing
temperature sensitivities and/or recovery times of the respective communities. However, we caution
against over-interpreting this pattern as it could be a consequence of the two year gap in sampling
within the current study.

The lack of consistent conclusions regarding the sensitivity of soil microbial communities to warming in
different studies, could arise both from ecosystem dependency (Allison & Martiny 2008; Pold &
DeAngelis 2013; Cregger et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2016) and inconsistencies in methodological
approaches. This study is unique in that it focuses on the effect of warming on both fungal and bacterial
communities along temperature gradients, unlike most other studies that use single-temperature
manipulation treatments and are thus not able to evaluate the effect of different warming magnitudes
(Thompson et al. 2013). Given that high-latitude systems will potentially be subject to a higher intensity
of warming than most other regions (Serreze et al. 2000; MacDonald 2010, IPCC 2013), it is particularly
important to get a better mechanistic understanding of the effect of different temperature elevations in
these ecosystems. On the other hand, it must be emphasised that geothermal soil warming, itself, is not
entirely comparable to the warming resulting from climate change, particularly because the
aboveground systems do not experience substantial temperature increase (Sigurdsson et al. 2016). This
is, however, a common issue for most studies investigating the effects of warming on soil systems. In
terms of differences arising from community profiling techniques, we utilized a high resolution, next
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generation sequencing of molecular markers that allows detection of changes in low taxonomic levels,
unlike commonly used biochemical approaches such as PLFA analysis.

CONCLUSION

The present study demonstrated that, contrary to expectations, long-term exposure did not intensify
the effect of warming on microbial community composition. We thus conclude that the effects of
warming on microbial community composition observed in short-term experiments (with the duration
of 5-7 years,) in subarctic grasslands are not likely to underestimate effects over larger time scales – in
contrast, our results suggest a risk of overestimation. The significant influence of warming was observed
at medium (+3°C to +5°C) and upper (> +7°C) ranges of predicted temperature increase in next 100 years
(+2.2°C to +8.3°C), for fungi and bacteria, respectively. Given that these effects may not persist in the
long-term, microbial communities in high-latitude ecosystems could be less sensitive to climate warming
than previously expected. This study highlights the value of natural warming gradients as study systems
which can provide valuable information on the effect of different warming intensities on microbial
communities, an important topic that has received little attention thus far.
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